Every morning, basically every- one — most college students, adults, maybe even a few of you re- dressed, brushes their teeth and so on. Back to school or work? It’s the same routine now. The morning ritual in- cludes coffee, email, Facebook, reading the news through RSS feeds, looking up the weather and anything else plugged in- cluded. Technology is a part of our daily routine these days. Phones are not just phones anymore. They are alarm clocks, address books, cameras, and computers.

“...what is cancer? I entered cancer with a time crunch. I had a group of students who we’re working on the cancer genome. I thought about it in a different way. ...”

Georgia Walter retired from the Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine and Tru- man alumnus, she reminisced about these days well.

“...When I was a little girl...”

As a little girl, Georgia Walter never knew what cancer was. She said she was too young to remember the disease or the terminology used to describe it. But as she grew older, she realized the impact cancer had on her family and friends.
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“No, you’re not going to live forever. But... Be nice, have fun, enjoy life, enjoy others...

Mature life Savannah"